Logistics

- Any questions?

Peter Stone
Flight costs and benefits

• Cost is how much prices are expected to rise
  – *flight-lookahead* parameter

• Benefit is how likely you are to change your mind as prices become clear.
  – Hotel A will be either $10 (40%) or $100 (60%)
  – When $10, flight X is $250 better, else flight Y is $250 better
  – If buy now, buy flight . . . Y
  – Benefit of postponing?
  – 40% * $250 = $100
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• Is strategic demand reduction possible in this game?
  – Identities of other bidders unknown
  – What’s the overall goal in this game?

• Is it possible to punish bidders?
  – Could you detect and punish parasites?

• What happens if there are lots of living agents (open-loop)?

• Why would open-loop do better with small price variances?
Making these Domains

- How do you make the rules without first having real agents?

- What is the process?
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Supplier RFQ rules

• Started out unlimited, taken in random order

• Then limit of 10, cycle through the agents

• Then likelihood introduced

• Even so, it all came down to who got lucky on day 1
  – Prices are cheapest on day 1 (50% of base)
  – Suppliers can’t fill all large orders at once
  – So if you get your components first, you produce first

• Except . . . UMich sacrificed likelihood to kill that strategy
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- Uses a trend to keep them similar from day to day
- Ended up with bimodal distribution of game types
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• Similar to or different from TAC Classic?

• Is there an optimal strategy?